Plant virus nanoparticles: Novel and robust nanocarriers for drug delivery and imaging.
Nanoparticles have been gained much attention for biomedical applications. A promising type of nanocarriers is viral nanoparticles (VNPs) which are natural bio-nanomaterials derived from different type of viruses. Amongst VNPs, plant VNPs present several pros over general nanoparticles such as liposomes, dendrimers or quantum dots. Some of these advantages include: degradability, safety for human, known structures to atomic level, possibility of attaching ligand with vigorous control on structure, availability for genetic and chemical manipulations and very flexible methods to prepare them. Variety of plant viruses have been modified by chemical and genetic modification of their inner cavities and their outer-surfaces. These modifications provide suitable sites for attachment of markers and drug molecules for vascular imaging and tumor targeting. In this review a brief description of plant virus nanoparticles and their biomedical applications especially in drug delivery is provided. The methods of loading cargos in these VNPs and their final biofate are also reviewed.